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Julianus and Gellius it got into comment-
aries and glossaries and thus it came to be
really used by later writers, like Gregory of
Tours: see the collections of Max Bonnet,

whose own explanation, that it is due to
rhetorical synecdoche, is perhaps hardly
sufficient.

F. HAVEEFIELD.

GREEK STEMS ENDING IN -i- AND -eu- AND 'Apr,*.

THE forms Trparfirj'iov, apparently a deriva-
tive—at any rate in the Iliad—of 7rp«rj3u-s
(strengthened stem irpe<r/Se/-), and /uairevo/uu
(fj.avT€mofjLaL) suggest that fxavrrjiov is a
derivative from the Epic and Ionic stem
pavrev- for earlier pxantw- and that all forms
in -rjio- allied to substantives in -eu-s should
be similarly analysed. This conclusion is
upheld by Alkaeos' apemoi, which contrasted
with his fiao-tXrjitov separates the forms 'Apr/a
K.T.X. from the -rja K.T.X. of nouns in -eus and
supports the view that the stems like /Wi-
ktv- are for f$a.(rt\elv- (strengthened form
f3aari\cUF->/2(io-ikr)F- in some oblique cases of
substantives); while "Ap-qa is simply for
"Ape/a, as Dr. Leaf contends. I take
"Apefos to come from an earlier 'Aptsvos, and
nom. *Apeus from "Apesvs.

Thus ib appears that in Epic and some
Aeolic dialects the rj of MSS. in the group
of forms under consideration stands for -tF-
(except as an accented' penultimate) -tif-,
and -eieF-, while in 'some Aeolic dialects -17/-
of inscriptions represents tif and -eUF-.

In Epic, however, -e/. and -«/- are often
represented by e either as a poetic licence or
by the use of a different dialect.

There is also a variation in the strength-
ened cases of TTOAIS.

We find in the Iliad iroXei, irroXei, (cp.
TToaei), once however, II. 3. 50, iroX-qi, X
not irdXeos (but more often 7rdAios),
twice, irdAeis two or three times.

Such forms as iro6-qa>, nvrrpoyeviqas in Les-
bian Aeolic, which gives us TTOAJ/OS, suggest
strongly that the Epic r/ in cases of irdAis
belongs to an Aeolic dialect and represents
an earlier Hellenic el, and not a pre-Hellenic
e or ei.

As for the Attic locative TroXy, it does
not follow that because early Attic did not
agree with Lesbian in representing ei by TJ
before a, e, o, <i> it did not do so before 1.
I think that the combination eii only occurs
in the locative of the -1- declension. It is
therefore permissible to assume that in
early Attic, e, that is a short e, "was in this

exceptional case lengthened by the absorp-
tion of the greater part of the j and the glide
thereto. The early Attic form iroXrjos, to be
inferred from TTOXCWS, is accordingly to be
explained as a new formation on the analogy of
iroXy, while iroXec is on the analogy of irdXccos
and the nom. gen. and ace. plural and per-
haps also of forms like irfaet..

The segregation of "Api/os^Apeuos furnishes
a likely derivation for the name, viz. that
"Apeus (for "Apesus) is connected with the
Skt. root ras ' roar.' Cf. Skt. ru-s ' cry,'
' noise,' ' war.'

Tha root res without the suffix v might
account for "Apt]s, "Apes, unless the nominative
"Apijs exhibits a similar phonetic development
or analogical origin to that of Arcadian and
Doric liprji, in which case the different place
of the accent accounts for the vocalism of
"Ap^s being different from that of Zeus in
Epic, Ionic, and Attic. If lepijs is for an
earlier Upij/s, this may have been a new
form based on the analogy of oblique cases
which superseded Upevs (<!epejvs) or it may
be a phonetic development from tepetvs com-
parable with the Attic TroXy. The normal
accusative "Apew would be very likely to be
displaced by an analogical "Aptja, "Apewa as
was the case. Pindar's "Ierxus is a proper
name of similar formation to the assumed
"Apesvs, an abstract noun used with shifted
accent as a proper name. My suggestion
that ir6\y was the contracted form of a
dative irdXeat is withdrawn.

As for II. 3. 50, iroX-qi re irdvri Te 817/ud, the
words occur in Theognis 1005, and cf. E.
24, 706, p-eya X"LPlIM "•°^£l T ' Vv ""airi Te STJ/XUJ.
I think II. 3. w. 46—51 are a late addition,
but I do not dispute the existence of
•n-okrji in some dialects before the time of
Theognis. I t is clear that Greek throws no
light on the Skt. locatives exemplified by
agndu, sundu which seem to exhibit com-
pensation for a lost suffix, agndu here going
over into the u declension.

C. A. M. FENNELL.


